
Approach
Having competent and qualified local firms proved to be
advantageous in delivering immediate solutions. Master
Steel was able to provide the weld repairs needed to get

Martinus’ light rail tracks back into operation.

CASE STUDY

Master Steel
Rapidly Yet
Effectively Resolves
Rail Cracks Amid
COVID-19 Hurdles

Overview
Martinus Rail, a rail construction company that worked on some ofAustralia and New Zealand’s
largest rail infrastructureprojects, facedadilemmawhenG:link’s light rail tracks started cracking
prematurely at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. As the tracks were sourced from
Europe, it would have taken an extra four weeks before repairs can be conducted—the global
health crisis caused a series of disruptions to the different aspects of our lives, including
international movement. Timely remedy is necessary as delays in the repair could only worsen
the problem and even endanger the lives of the passengers. Action has to be done quickly.

• Innovative Method. Master Steel developed a suitable weld
repair procedure to address the premature cracks along the
light rail’s diamond crossing sections. The method met the
qualifications and standards set by the track’s original
supplier.

• Technical Know-how. After grinding the defects and
cracks, both sides of affected area were pre-heated to a
temperature of 110 to 350°C depending on the depth of the
damage without pointing directly to the original CrNi weld. It
was then re-welded to required depths and ground again to
achieve a smooth pass to the surfaces without notches,
sharp edges, and undercuts.

• Quality Standards. The internal cavity identified are the
worst defects as:
1. There are no visual indications from the outside
2. Causes severe discontinuity of stress flow within the solid

body
3. Can propagate internally without any warning until

catastrophic.
• The repaired diamond crossing section was

subjected to penetrant testing and inspections,
which determined that the defects were
completely removed.
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4thSolving Process - fully qualified welder repairing tracks

1stSolving Process - fully qualified welder fabricator
inspecting and preparing welding station

2ndSolving Process - temperature of parent materials
just below 400 degrees celcius

3rdSolving Process - heat blankets wrapped
around rail tracks to keep heat in
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Welding Hours Non-Compliance
Report

As an ISO 3834-certified steel solutions provider, we offer premium service and
advanced methods in addressing business-critical steel requirements. We meet
industrystandards inourdesign, fabrication, installation,andmaintenanceworks.
With our 24/7 operations and 2400m² workshop area, Master Steel can deliver

high quality and timely services right in the heart of Gold Coast.
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6th Solving Process - cracks identified
and cavitated

7th Solving Process - dye penetrant test for crack detection
so evidence of non-seepage of red dye

indicates no cracks left in parent material
5th Solving Process - cracks identified

and cavitated

internal cracking and
defects identified

clean NDT tested welds
with no cracks

due to poor workmanship,
a piece of the railing chipped out After the repairing process

build up of weld slag internal
to parent material

parent material repaired
to functional strength

identified cracks were cavitated
as preparation for crack repairs

Glink track repairs complete
and ready to be installed
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Comparison - Before & After

Before After


